TYR TACTICAL® COMBAT OPTIMIZED MODULAR ASSAULT HARNESS

The COMA features our uniquely designed low profile shoulder harness that allows for exceptional load carriage and comfort. The Lower Back Panel is easily adjustable for the height of the wearer and has additional padding for lower lumbar support. The Lower Back Panel also has a low profile storage pocket to provide additional space for food, batteries, etc. that are essential but not immediate action items that can be accessed when not wearing the harness actively.

TYR TACTICAL® COMA HARNESS
The TYR Tactical® COMA Harness allows for the adjustability and removal of the cummerbunds depending on the operator’s needs.

The cummerbunds that are already set up for your load carriage can be removed simply from the rear of the COMA Harness and placed on your PICO Plate Carrier. This allows for less overall weight to be carried and the ability to expand or contract your load carriage needs based on the mission requirements while having your kit configured for both systems.

The cummerbunds allow for TYR Tactical® PALS/MOLLE Adapter System to be utilized for efficiency of space and load carriage capability. The COMA Harness comes standard with 3 Row, 8 Column Adapters but others can easily be added if needed.

Sizes: One Size Fits All
Wt: 1 lb. 15 oz.

NSN: 8465016330895
TYR-COMA001
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